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SUMMARY
This paper investigates the magnitude of the elasticity of demand
for labor in time series data using more general and complete models of
demand than have been previously employed. It argues that previousanalyses
have imposed two invalid constraints in calculations, which bias downward estimated
elasticities. The first invalid constraint is the assumption that real
capital prices have an equal opposite effect to real wages in the demand
equation. We show on measurement error grounds that this constraint should
not be imposed in econometric work even when longrun homogeneity of prices
correctly characterizes the market. The constraint is rejected in the
data. The second invalid constraint is that all explanatory variables
have the same lag distribution. We argue that this constraint is invalid
when decisions are made under uncertainty and find that it is alsorejected
by the data. The principal positive empirical finding is that with the
constraintsrelaxed, the elasticity, of demand with respect to realwages
is much larger than the estimates in the literature, indicating muchgreater
price responsiveness on the demand side of the labor market than has
previously been thought.
Kim B. Clark Richard B. Freeman
NBER NBER
1050 Massachusetts Ave. 1050 Massachusetts Ave.
Cambridge, NA 02138 Cambridge, MA02138
(617)868—3912 (617) 868—3915Time series studies of the determinants of employment have tendedto
find relatively low elasticities of response to factorprices. One body
of literature has ignored relative price effects and focusedexclusively on
the adjustment of employment to output) Other studies have entered
relative factor prices into adjustment models, to findnegligible elastici-
ties. The recent study by Nadiri and Rosen, whichrepresents the most
comprehensive work to date, obtained virtually zero elasticities of
demand in aggregate and two—digit manufacturing data.Reviewing the
literature, Hamermesh concluded that a concensus value of the fixedoutput
response of employment to wages in the long run was a bare —.15 (Hamermesh, table1).
The econometric evidence of low elasticities of demandmay be explained
in several ways: it could result from the particulartype of model
specified, with alternative models yielding different results; it could
reflect peculiar variation or lack of variation in the factorprice
variables, creating poor empirical "experiments"; it could result from
inadequate measurement of variables; it could reflect correlationbetween
the wage and error terms due tosimultaneity; or it could be, in fact,
that demandfor labor is highly inelastic.
Thisstudy develops a new and more general model of the demand for
labor under cost minimization than those used inprevious work and uses
the model to analyze the time series evidenceon the magnitude of the
elasticity of demand for labor in United Statesmanufacturing. The
principal finding is that, contrary to much of the literature, the fixed
output elasticity of demand for labor in manufacturing is fairly sizeable.
The coimnon finding of negligible factorprice effects appears due to the2
imposition of the constraint, which is strongly rejected by the data,
thatrealcapital prices have as large a positive effect on demand as
the negative effect of real wages.
We begin by examining the patterns of change in the principa1
variables that enter demand analysis: wages, prices, employment and
output. The second section examines alternative models of the demand
for labor, with specific focus on the appropriate empirical specification
of relative prices. Section three presents the basic empirical results.
The paper concludes with a brief summary of the findings.
IPatterns of Wage and Employment Change
The patterns of change in the principal demand variables in manufacturing
are presented in Table 1. The left hand. side of the table records standard
deviations in the log changes of quantity variables and of ratios of quantity
variables, by quarter, from first quarter 1950 to third quarter 1976.
The right hand side of the table presents comparable standard deviations
in the log changes of the relevant prices and earnings from quarter to
quarter. With one exception, the basic data are obtained directly from the
Bureau of Labor Statistics establishment survey and from the U.S. Department
of Commerce,as described in the table source. The exception isthe price
ofcapital,which we have measured using the concept of user cost
developed in several articles by Jorgenson, and various associates
(Jorgenson, Hall and Jorgensen). Our measure takes into account the
differential tax treatment of equipment and structures and the presence
of both equity and debt finance, and adjusts the cost of capital for
depreciation and expected capital gains. The formulas and sources of
data for the cost of capital are given in the Appendix.
The table reveals two striking aspects about postwar changes in3
the prices and quantities oflabor, goods, -and capital which condition
econometric analysis of demand relations.
First, there is a markedly differentpattern of variation between
quantities and pricin the labor market, theproduct market, and the capital
market. In the labor and productmarkets, the standard deviations show much
greater variation over time in quantity variables than inprice variables. In
the labor market variation in nroductjonwnrlcer eTnnlnvmpl,ti 'e" tT.TiCC a
large as the variation innominalwages and 1.8timesthat inrealwages.
Thestandard deviation for non—production workeremployment is smaller
but still sizeable. In the productmarket, the pattern is similar, with
thestandard deviation in real shipments farexceeding the standard
deviation in prices. The pattern is reversed in thecapital market. The
nominal price of capital shows thegreatest variation of any price—side
measure and is more than twice as variable as the stock ofcapital.
Second, although the variation in nominal and deflated(real) earnings
is smaller than the variation inemployment, the standard deviations of the
two earnings variables are still sufficiently sizeableas to provide a
reasonable "experiment"fromwhich to estimate demand schedulesIndeed, the
basic data suggest that demand for labormay be quite responsive to changes
in real wages. If, as a crude firstapproximation, one were to take the
ratio of employment to shipments as indicative ofmovements along a fixed
demand schedule and changes in realwages as the relevant price—side
variable, the figures show greater variation along thequantity than price
axis. Given a high negative correlation betweenthe variables, this implies
an elasticity of demand above unity.2 In fact, relativeto trend, the
ratio of employment to shipments issubstantially negatively related to the
real wage variable: in 86 of 107quarters, the variables move in the4
Table1
Pattern. of Changein MajorDemandVariable., 1950:1 to 1976:3
Group Oucintity Variables Price Variables
category standarddeviation categorystandarddeviati
oflog change, by oflog change, by
quarter quarter







productmarket Shipments 11.0 W.P.I. in manufacturing5.4
capitalmarket Capital stock 2.0 Usercostof capital 11.7
nominalunits
input/output Employment of pro— 6.4 Average hourly earnings4.5 ratios duction workers/ of production workers,
shipments deflated by W.P.I. in
- manufacturing
Employment of 11.1 User cost of capital, 10.3
nonproduction deflated by W.p..i. in
workers/shipments manufacturing
labor/capital Employmentofpro— 8.5 Average hourly earnings! 11.3 ratios duction workers! user cost of capital
capital




Shipments: value of shipments in manufacturing, Bureau of Census M.3 Report
(published in Manufacturers' Shipments, Inventories and Orders)
deflated by the WPIformanufactured goods. We used the 1958 bench-
mark series, which is available over the entire pmriod. The more
recent benchmark of the shipments series does not extend back beyond 1958.
Producation number of production and nonproducrion workers inmanufacturing——Bureau andnonpro— of Labor Statistics, establishment survey (published in Employmentand duction Earnings)
worker
employment:
Wages: average hourly earnings of production workers——Bureau of Labor
Statistics, establishment survey (published in Employmentand
Earnings)
OutputPrice: WPIformanufactured goods—Bureau of Labor Statistics
UserCostof See Appendix
Capital:
Capital: computed from series on realgrossinvestment inplantand eauipment
usingthe perpetual inventory method. The depreciation rate was an
averagebased on thedepreciation rates for plant and equipment
(.01775 and .03375) with weights being the average share of equipment
(plant)in totalinvestment over the period 1950—1.976.The benchmark
for 1950 was taken fromJ. Fawcectet al., Capital Stocks Study.5
appropriatedirection; their simple correlation is —0.84. While these
patterns are hardly to be viewed as providing evidence of the magnitude
of elasticities, they highlight the fact that the data evince demand—type
patterns of change.
Much of the variation in real wages occurs, it should be stressed,
in the 1969—75 period when real wages dropped sharply; decomposition of
the overall variance of quant-ity changes into the variance from 1950 to
1969 and the variance from 1969 to 1976 shows that 56% of the total
3
variation occurred in the latter period.Whereas in the "average" postwar
NBER reference cycle, real wages rose by 2.45% from trough to peak and by
1.34% from peak to trough, a very different pattern is found in the 1970—75
cycle: from 1970:4 to 1973:4 real wages rose only 0.5%; from 1973:4 to
1975:1 they fell by 7.9%. This highlights the extent to which the decline
in real wages in the 1970s provides a distinct "experiment."4
Third, the standard deviations in the log quarterly changes of the
ratio of employment to capital and of the ratio of average hourly earnings
to the price of capital reveal a very different pattern of variation in
the relative quantity of inputs than in the relative price of inputs. Not
unexpectedly, the relative variation in the labor/capital ratio tends to
be dominated by movements in the numerator. More important in terms of
ensuing analysis, howe-er, is the fact that variation in the price of labor
relative to the price of capital is dominated by changes in the cost of capital:
the variance in wages/cost of capital exceeds the variance in nominalwages
and isapproximately the same as the variance in the cost of capital. This
Impliesthat modelswhich relatedemand for labor to relative factor prices
are essentially relating demand for labor to the price of capital rather
than to the price of labor.6
II Alternative Models of Demand
The standard, static theory of cost minimization subject to aproduction
constraint can be used to derive an expression for long run labor demand
as a function of planned output and relative prices. For simplicity
assume that the production process in the representative firm can be
approximated by a Cobb—Douglas function of the form:
Qt=a+K+YL (1)
where K and L represent the log of capital and labor inputrespectively,
Q is the log of output and a is a constant. When the firm takes all prices





where 0 =y+ and measures returns to scale, W and C are the log of the
prices of labor and capital, Q is the log of. planned output, and b isa constant.
Equation (2) depicts the long run demand for labor. If the firm
faces costs of adjustment, discrepancies between curent labor input and
long run demand may arise as the firm adjusts with a lag to changes in
output or relative prices. A common formulation of the adjustment
process makes use of some variant of the flexible accelerator.
A simple version is given by
=lp(L*—Li) (3)
Substituting for L yields an equation for observed labor input:
Lt =+ Q-(W_C)+ (l4)L1 (4)
Equation (4) places two constraints on the demand equation. First, it
imposes the constraint that the price of labor and the price of capital
have equal, oDposite signed, coefficients. This restriction derivesfrom the
homogeneity of the production process and is assumed to hold in each perio4.7
The second constraint embodied in (4) is that theexplanatory variables
W,- C, and Qhavethe same lag structure. The equation imposes this
constraintby specifying that changes in these variables affect labor demand
through changes in the latent variable L. This restriction assumes that
the cost of moving to the new target is the onlysource of legged adjustment
inthesystem and thatexpectationsare static or are formed identically
for all variables.5
We argue that neither of these constraints shouldnecessarily be
imposed on the data. The homogeneity constraint, thoughtheoretically valid
in models of the demand- for labor by a firm, shouldnot be imposed on the
data when capital prices are subject to sizeablemeasurement error. The
constraint that all explanatory variables have thesame lagged effect on
employment is not appropriate when decisions are made underuncertainty.
Measurement error and the relative price constraint
Assume that in the long run and C have equal opposite signs but
that the price of capital is measured with considerableerror. In this case,
one can get a better estimate of the long run elasticity of demandfor
labor by letting wages and capital enter theequations separately than
by imposing the constraint the they enter with equalopposite signed coefficients.
To see the implications of measurement error inC assume that the




where W and C represent logs of
wages and cost of capital measured in real
terms. The price of capital is measuredwith error, so that8
(6)
where is the observed price and vis the error. Equations (5) and (6)
yield the following observable model
Lta0 —
—— v)+ e (7)
We assume that measurement error in capital and the error in the equation
are independent of the other variables and are independent of each other:
that is E(Wv) =E(We)=E(Ce)=E(Cv)=E(ev) 0.
Least squares regression of L on W—C willyield athat differs on
average from the true value by
a2+a2+o2-2a
(8)
whereis the proportion of variation in C due to measurement error,
=Y/cY)and a- (=a) is the covariance between C and W in the data.
When W and C are entered separately, on the other hand, we obtain
the following regression
Lta0 —(W)+ 3(C) + e —cV (9)
ihee and are the coefficients on W and C respectively. Because of the
measurement error in c, is biased downward relative to the trueresponse
coefficient .Themagnitude of the bias on can be evaluated from (Griliches
Ringstd, p. 197):
r- pliin( —)=cw(—) W _______ (10) 2
1—r-.











That is,the bias in is less than the bias inwhen the covariance
between the capital price and thewage is less thanthevariance in the
price of capital (all variances partialled on the otherrelevant variables).
Using the data described in table 1 andmeasuringand W in deflated
units, one obtains, conditional on real shipments,lagged employment and
time, a value for aof7.84 and a value of a-.of0.60. These values imply C CU
thattheestimated in the constrained model is subject toa much larger
downward bias than the obtained from the unconstrained model. Indeed, the
estimated variance in W conditional on realshipments, lagged employment and
time is 0.50, which together with the estimates of aand a2givesa
bias for the constrained model of —l.l anda bias for the unconstrained
model of —0.l9. With these values, theunconstrained model is to be preferred.
Decision making under uncertainty and thelag structure
The implications of uncertajnt-in factor ricer fort'e1a
structure used in labor demandanalysis can be illustrated in the context
of a slightly modified versionof equation (2). Consider a riskneutral
firm faced with the problem of
choosing an optimal input mix given a
planned level of output. We retain thebasic framework specified in (1)
and(2),but assume that W and Care stochastic. The firm's objective,





wherelower case letters have been usedto indicate variables in their natural
units, and E is the expected valueoperator. The first order conditions
for a minimum in addition to theproduction function are10
— — E(w) - = 0 3k .E(c)- 0 (14) t
whichmay be expressed as
- (15) E(w/A) —r E(c/X)=$-
Solving(15) and the production functionfor £.andtaking logs yields
a0 E(w)
(16) =+ —log[E(C)]t
Equation (16) differs from equation (4) in the specification of relative
factor prices. In (16) demand depends on the ratio of theexpected value of
w to the expected value of c, not on the ratio of factor pricesor the
expectation of the ratio. Whencand w do not follow the same stochastic
process, this implies that their lag structures should differ. To illustrate,
consider the situation in which the "true" cost ofcapital in the current
period is related to previous values by c c + u
t t—1 t
where u is a zero mean,whitenoise input.Assume furtherthat measurement
of the cost of capital is subject to error, so that =c+ Vt.
whereis the observed or measured cost, and v is a zero mean, white
noise input, independent of u. The process of determining an expected
cost of capital can be treated as a problem of choosing an optimal
predictor of .Forsimplicity we restrict the predictor to be a linear
combination of past observations of c. Assuming that the firm's objective
is to miniinize the mean square error of the forecast, the optimal predictor




whichis the standard form for adaptive expectations.(see Nerlove). The parameter
determines the shape of the distributed lag, and is a decreasing function
of—, therelative size of the true componcnt in the total variation of
V
measuredcapital costs. In effect, the more "noisy" the observed cost of11
a2
capital,(i.e. the lower the less rapid will the firm adjust to changes
in. V
The distributed lag given by (17:. is based on a highly simplified
stochastic process; a more realistic characterization would yield a much
ire complicated lag structure. The important point here, however, is that
the nature of the distributed lag depends on the characteristIcs of the
process generating observed values of w and c. Since wages and capital
costs are likely to follow different stochastic processes, the lag
structure associated with each will be different. As long as past
observations of w and c are used in forming expectations and the stochastic
E(w) w processes generating w and c differ,
E(c)
E(—) .Hence,the
firm will not look at past values of ()indetermining likely means of
the ratio of expected wages to expected costs of capital. Even though
variations in wage rates and capital costs may influence labor demand through
their effect on the relative price term, the firm must examine the past
history of each variable separately in forming expectations.
The empirical implication of uncertainty in factor prices is that
W and C should be allowed to have different lag distributionsin labor
demand analysis and thus that past values of these variablesshould enter
the equation separately. This is true even if we impose the long run
homogeneity constraint. While the ultimate long run effect of W and C
may be identical, the speed of adjustment and other aspects of the time
pattern of response may be quite different.
Taken together, the presence of uncertainty anderrors of measurement
Imply that the impact of wage rates and the cost of capital should be
examinedseparately.Ignoring adjustment costs for the moment, the basic
two—factor model can be written as
Lta0 +1Q wlnEE)+8c1nE(c) (18) e e t12
If, as noted earlier, we assume thatplannedoutput is based on a forecast
of shipments, then Q can be replacecf by expected realshipments E(St).
Depending on the specification of expectation formation,Lt will depend on
current and lagged values of the variables, and lags in thesystem will
be solely attributed to problems of information anduncertainty. Adjustment
costs can be introduced through an equation like (3), so that (18) becomes
aO. = +lnE(s) —-lnE(w)+ lnE(c)].+ (l_p)Li (19)
Clearly, (19) may be rewritten to eliminateLtl so that L depends
only on current and past values of the independent variables.Lags due
to adjustment costs would be confounded with lags due toexpectations, and
withoutfurther restrictions the separate influence of each couldnot be
identified. However, sorting out the separate influence ofexpectations
and adjustment costs and determining the specific timepattern of response
is of secondary importance in the current analysis. In terms ofevaluating
the elasticity of demand, the precise pattern of adjustment and thesource
of lags in the system are of interest only insofaras they affect estimates
of the elasticity parameter or raise questions about theappropriate model
of demand. With respect to estimated elasticities, empirical evidence to
be presented in Section III shows that different adjustmentprocesses affect
the timing but not the magnitude of the estimated demandresponse.
Accordingly we shall focus on the question of whether all independent
variables have the same lag distribution. If a common distributed lag
caniot be rejected, it could be argued that adjustment costs are the
principal source of lags and that the lagged effects of the independent
variables work through the latent variable L* as posited in the standard
flexible accelerator model. Significant differences in the lag structure
will reject the standard adjustment model and providesupport for the
7
specification based on uncertainty and expectations presented earlier.1,3
III Empirical Results
This section presents estimates of the models of labor demand developed
in section II using data for U.S. manufacturing from first quarter 1950
to third quarter 1976. We focus first on the size of elasticity estimates
obtained with models of the firm that have different specifications of
relative prices and processes of adjustment. Subsequent analysis examines
the effect of changes in several assumptions on the estimated elasticities.
The principal finding is that, as long aswages and the price of capital
are allowed to have different impacts on demand for labor, the estimated
elasticities are quite sizeable, from 2 1/2 to 3 times the valuesobtained
when the variables are constrained to have thesame impact.
Estimates of the 2—factor model
The basic empirical framework used in this section is provided by
a fairly general form:
Lt*[a+Z1b.S._ E2dW —]+e (20) iti wit—i c0 ii t 1=0 1=0 1
where cisthe error term and all variables are in logs. The data used
cover the manufacturing sector as described in table 1. L is thelog of
production worker employment, S is the log of shipments, W isthe log
average hourly earnings, and C is log of the cost ofcapital, all expressed
in real terms by deflating by the WPI formanufacturing.
The distributed lags in (20) will be examinedalong three lines.
To develop a benchmark we will impose theconstraint that the lag
distributions follow a geometric pattern, with b =
d1=
in.forall 1, so 114
(20) may be estimated with a Koyck lag. This constraint will then be
relaxed, and the lag weights estimated using Almon polynomials. Finally,
unconstrained lagged values of the independent variables will be
entered into the equations. The length of the lag appropriate for each
variable will be chosen empirically, based on minimizing the error sum
of squares.
Our principal focus in the analysis which follows is the magnitude of
and Given the methods of estimation outlined above, estimates of
and (and 0) can be obtained only under the assumption that
Ebj = =
Em
=1,since no attempt will be made to estimate the long
run parameters and the lag weights separately. The assumption holds exactly
for the Koyck lag, and seems reasonable in the other situations as well.
It should be noted that the most likely alternative is that the sum of the
weights is less than one. Thus if the unity constraint on the sum of
the weights is not true, it is likely that the estimated long run elasticities
will be downward biased.
Table 2 presents estimates of equation (20) under several specifications
of the lag structure and relative prices. In columns 1 and 2 a Koyck
lag has been imposed; column 3 presents results with an unconstrained
lag, while column 4 contains results when the coefficients
ollow a second degree polynomial. The relative prices are entered separately
in each column except the first, where the long run homogeneity constraint
is imposed. The estimated elasticity of demand for labor in co1inn 1,
which imposes the same lag distribution on the two variables, is
consistent with other results in the literature: the long run elasticity
of —.19 is of the same magnitude as Hamermesh'ssummary value —.15
(Hamermesh, 1976). We argued earlier that imposition of the constraint15
of÷ — 0may not be appropriate in the presence of measurnent
error and uncertainty. Entering theprices separately finds empirical
support in column 2, where C and W obtainvery different coefficients. The
evidence suggests a wage elasticity of —.253 in the shortrun, and a
value of —.463 over the longer term. The cost of capital, incontrast,
is estimated to have a short run impact of .062 and along run
effect of .114. Thus, both wage rates and the cost ofcapital are found
to influence the demand for labor, with wages estimated to havean impact
about four times as large. These resultsimply that models which specify
identical, opposite signed effects of factor prices are not consistent
with the data.8 It appears that one reason for the small elasticities
found in previous work is imposition of a model (+ = 0)which is
rejected by the data.
The results in columns 1 and 2 are based on a model of theadjustment
process in which changes in wages and the cost of capital influence
labor demand through their effect on desired employment.Costs of adjustment
yield a lagged response which has the same time pattern in all variables.
The assumption of a conon geometric lag structure isdropped in columns 3—4
and more general lag distributions estimated.Changing the lag structure
has little impactonthe magnitude of long run elasticities of demand
for labor. The long run wage parameter lies between —.472and —.489,
while the long run output elasticityranges from 1.058 to 1.069. Only
in the case of the cost of capital did the lag secficatonhave nv
impact on the magnitude of the elasticity. In experimentsnot reported here,
shortening the lag from 8 to 3 quarters reduces the effect by almost 30percent.
The magnitude of the capital cost elasticity was sensitiveto the
length of the lag up until about 8 quarters out. Beyond thatpoint the
value of the coefficient remained relatively close to 0.100.
The actual lag structures in the variables,given In figure 1,





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































somewhat slower than the response to shifts in sales, and quite a bit
slower than the response to changes in thewage. The strikingly different
pattern of response shown in figure 1 is consistent with an uncertainty!
expectations rationale for lagged adjustment, in which the speed and pattern
of adjustment depends on the stochastic structure generating observed
values of the independent variables. The longest response time is in
the variable with the highest noise—to—signal ratio, the cost of capital.
In contrast, firms appear to respond relatively rapidly to changes inwage
rates which are more easily predicted. The differences in lag response
provide further npirica1 justification for treating wages and the cost of
capital sepatately, and for relaxing the assumption of a cotmnon lag distribution.
Given the preceding adjustments to the basic 2—factor model, the
evidence suggests that the wage elasticity of demand for production workers
in manufacturing lies between —.15 and —.20 in the short run (one quarter),
with the full effect of approximately —.48 completed after 2—3 quarters.
Analysis of assumptions
The elasticity estimates in table 2 are based ona 2—factor model of
the production process, in which the firm treatsprices as parameters and
input decisions are made conditional on an output plan derived froma sales
forecast. The 2—factor framework ignores the influence of variationin
other factors of production by implicitly assuming that they move in proportion
to changes in the number of production workers or that they are fixed. The model
further assumes that sales can be treated as an exogenous term, thereh
ignoring questions of simultaneity in the determination of output
employment1 and factor prices. Finally, the adjustment process underlying
the basic results does not allow for feedback between the factors of
production of the type stressed by Nadiri and Rosen, among others.





































































































































several of these postulates. For comparison, line 1reproduces the coefficients
from the basic model (column 2, table 2). Thepotential impact of simultaneity
is examined in lines2—4. Inline 2 we treat shipments as endogenous,
instrumenting it on the exogenous measures of aggregate demandspecified
in the table note. In line 3, we instrument factorprices as well as
shipments on the aggregate demand measures. Use of the demand sideinstruments
in lines 2 and 3 hasverylittle effect on the estimated coefficients.
As expected, the long run elasticity increasessomewhat, but the change
is marginal. In line 4 we shift from demand tosupply factors, instrumenting
the real wage on measures of shifts insupply. With the supply instruments,
the short run elasticity increases by 20percent, while the estimated
long run impact is —.53. This suggests the possibility that the "demand
relation" between employment andwages in the data is contaminated by
simultaneity on the supply side leading to underestimates of theelasticity
of demand.
Expansion of the 2—factor model to include additional inputs (non—
production workers, inventories) requires more complete dataon factor prices.
As Nadiri and Rosen have shown, appropriatemeasures would include wage
rates, fringe benefits, search and training costs,-and inventorycarrying
costs. The availability of such data would permita distinction between
stock and flow demands, and would allowestimation of the elasticity of
demandfor production workers holding constant the prices of additional
relevant inputs. The full range of factor price data is notavailable on
a time series basis,and the usual procedure is to assume that allfacets
ofthe user cost of labor andtheprice of inventoriesvary proportionally
withaverage hourly earnings, or the cost of capital. Without additional
data, the implications of this assumption cannot be examined.However,
some feel for the influence of additional inputs may be obtained byusing
available data on hours per worker, the number of non—production workersand
the stock of capital to modify our estimating equations further.20
tA3LE3: Eatinates of the Elasticity of Demand under Alternative Assunp,i,,'
S long run wage 0
elasticity
;pecific Variant
1) Result from column 2 0.55—0.25 0.06 0,44 0.986 7,5 (1,53 table 2 (0.03) (0.04) (0.02) (0.03) (0.09)
orrections for Simultaneity
2) Correction for siultan— 0.55-0.26 0.05 0.50 —0.48 0.954 5,27 0.Sl city in shipments— (0.04) (0.03) (0.01) (0.03) (0.07)
3) Correction for simultan— 0.53—0.25 0.05 0.47 —0.47 0.951 5.04 0.49 eity in shipments, real (0.04) (0.03) (0.02) (0.03) (0.06) wages, price of capital3
4) Correction for simultan-. 0.57—0.30 0.04 0.45 —0.55 0.986 7.27 0.52
city in real wages1 using (0.03) (0.04) (0.02) (0.03) (0.09) supply instrumenta'
lternative Dependent Variables
3) Using Manhours as depend— 0.77—0.35 0.07 0.32 ..0.51 0.981 9.62 0.47 ent variable (0.04) (0.04) (0.01) (0.04) (0.09)
6) Using total employment5 0.42—0.16 0.02 0.32 —0.33 0.995 5.64 0.56
as dependent variable (0.02) (0.03) (0.01) (0.03) (0.09)
ddition of Other Control Variables
7) Addition of nunproductlon 0.54—0.22 0.04 0.48 .-0.42 0.986 7.41 0.51 workers as independent (0.03) (0.04) (0.02) (0.04) (0.09) variable 6
8) Addition of capital as 0.55—0.29 — 0.41 —0.49 0.984 7.90 0.71
independent variable7 (0.03) (0.05) (0.05) (0.08)
nterrelated Adjustment .
#)Laed valuesof hours, 0.5.4—0.24 0.05 0.47 —0.49 0.Q!5 7.56 0.49
inventories, capital, and(.04)(.05) - (.02) (.06) (0,10)
non—production workers
added8
Dependent variable is the log of production worker employment except in lines 5 and 6, where the dependent variable is =
changed.All regressions Include tine and a constant.
'Instruments (in addition to current and lagged values of included exogenous variables): real government expenditures
on durable and nondurable goods and services (both federal ar.d state and local) real exports of goods and services, and
total population 18—64.
Instruments were the sameasin (2) except that current and lagged values of C were excluded.
Instruments (in addition to the current and lagged values of included e:oqenous variables) were: labor furre less manu-
facturing production workers; compensation per manhour in private nonfarm sector deflated by the CPI.
is total compensation per manhour deflated by the WPI for manufacturing.
Non production labor entered the equation with a coefficient (and standard error) of —0.06 (0.04).
Capital entered the equation with a coefficient (and standard error) of 0.02 (0.03).
The other coefficients (standard errors) were as follows: constant —.02 (.61); TIME —.003 (.0002); inventories —.03 (.05):
capital .03 (.03); hours per worker —.02 (.17); non—production workers —.02 (.05).21 In lines 5 arid6we have altered the dependent variable to reflect
manhours. and tctal employmentratherthanemploymentof production workers.
Withmanhours as the dependent variable, the coefficienton real wages rises
whilethaton the lagged adjustment term falls. Since hoursare likely
torespondmore quickly than employment, this is a reasonable result.
Thelong run elasticity is somewhat larger than that obtainedin the
production employment calculations. Changing the dependent variableto
total employment by inclusion of nonproductjon workersin line 6 has the
opposite effect: the short run elasticity withrespect to wages falls; the
estimated adjustment coefficient declines, as does thelong run elasticity.
This reflects the addition of a relativelyquasi—fixed factor (nonproduction
workers) to the dependent variable.
Adifferenttype of amendation is made in lines 7 and 8, where two
other control variables are added to theregressions: employment of non—
production workers (line 7) and the stock of capital (line8). Addition of
thesevariables has a slightimpact on estimated elasticities. In line 7,
the long run response falls to 0.42, whilecontrolling for the capital stock
in line8raises the estimate to —.49. In the absence ofa complete
system of demand equations, however, the long run elasticities implied by
the adjustment process are to be viewedasno more than illustrative of
the impact of specification changes on estimates. In the longrun, one
clearly does not want to hold these other inputs fixed.9
An alternative more desirable way of treating additional inputs is
to analyze interrelations in terms of the effect of discrepancies between
actual and desired levels of other inputs. One way of doing this isto
generalize the flexible accelerator as in:
X =ZjX" —x ) (21) iti itit—l
where X's are inputs (see Nadiri and Rosen). AssumingX' is determined by
expected sales and relative prices, solution of (21) for X yields an equaticn
similar to the basic Koyck lag model, with theaddition of lagged values of all
other inputs. In the currentsetting, interrelated adjustment is examined22
by relating production worker employment to the usual variables, but
including lagged values of hours—per—worker, inventories, non—production
employment, and the capital stock (all variables In logs). The results
are presented in line 9 and footnote 8 of table 3. Allowing for interrelated
adjustment has only a marginal effect on the short run ilasticity, which
falls to —.24. To calculate a long run elasticity it isnecessary to
estimate comparable equations for all inputs and solve the resultant
difference equation system. For production workers, this procedureyields
a long run elasticity of —.49. Together with the evidence in table 2, these
results underscore the point that alternative lag structures have little
impact on the estimated elasticity.
IV Conclusion
The examination of demand for labor in this paper has yielded
substantive empirical results regarding the magnitude of the elasticIty of
demand and more technical findings regarding alternative model struc'ttres.
The principal finding is thatundera variety of specifications, che
elasticity of demand for production labor is quite sizeable, far from the
very small estimates traditionally found in the literature. The low
elasticities found in previous work appear to be due to the imposition
of the long run homogeneity constraint in the presence of measurement
error. We have found that while our basic results are invariant to
changes in the lag structure, the data reject both the imposition of identical
lag structures on the explanatory variables, and the restriction of equal
opposite signed factor price coefficients. The rejection of a cotmnon
lag structure on all explanatory variables suggests the need for new
models of the adjustment process in the labor market, with emphasis on
the role of uncertainty and expectations.
The evidence that demand for labor is more responsive to changes in real
wages than had been previously thought suggests that greater attention be
given to policIes, like employment tax credits, which seek to stimulate
-__employment by inducing movements along demand schedules.23
Footnotes
1See, for example, the studies ofBrechling and O'Brien, Fair, Soligo,
and Sims.
2Simply applying the definitionof a least squares estimator we haveb(w,Q)(w,p) =
r(W,Q)(,l,P)(E/Q; if (E/Q) and (W/P) were perfectly negatively correlated,
aw/p
the elasticity would be —1.44.
rhe sum ofsquared deviations from the mean for the 1950—1969 period Is
930.8, and for the latter period 1186.5.
he NBER referencecycles were taken from Business Conditions Digest, published
monthly by the Department of Commerce. The trough for the 1973—1975 recession
hasnotbeen officially determined and our use of 1975:1 is onlyan approximation.
5Since the model inequation (6) is based on adjustment lags, the assumption is
thatexpectationsare static. A similar geometric distribution could,
however, be generated assuming expectations for all variables were
formed according to adaptive expectations.
6Since r-..=a./aa...,we rewrite (11) as
2 2 2 2 22 (a-+a— 2a-)(a- Iaa-.)(a-./a ) < a-.(1 — a... Ia a-.) c wcw cv wc c w c cv wc
which simplifies to
2 2 2 2 2 2 (a-+ a - 2cy-. ) (a... Ia ) < a-. — a-. Ia c w Cucvw ccw w
Thus:
a-. 22 2
c— i-1,) -at/a < a-.
Rearrangingterms yields
—a-/a2) > a..(1 —a)
whichgives (12) in the text.24
7Theanalysis in the text follows existing literature by analyzing demand
for labor by an individual cost—minimizing firms and thus on the fixed output
demand elasticity. Because the data relate to industry level aggregates,
however, questions arise about whether models of the firm offer the
appropriate tool of analysis. The principal difference between the fixed—
output demand schedule of a firm and the industry—level demand schedule
relates to the exogeneity of the scale of output. Whereas the cost—minimizing
firm takes output as exogenous and the profit—making firm takes the price
of output as exogenous, the level of output and price are endogenous
variables to the industry. As is well known, with price and output endogenous,
the elasticity of demand depends not only on substitution but also on
"scale effects." An increase in the wage reduces demand for labor by
causing substitution against labor and also by reducing industry output
through increased costs and prices. An increase in the price of capital,
by contrast, raises demand for labor by causing substitution toward labor
but also reduces demand for labor by reducing industry output through
increased costs and prices. The differential scale and sul.stitution effects
induced by capital price changes compared to those induced by wage changes
provides another reason for relaxing the assumption that W an C enter the
demand equation with equal opposite signs.
Estimates of industry demand curves with output endogenous require,
however, detailed investigation of the factors that shift the demand for output,
which goes beyond the scope of the current analysis (see Houthakker and
Taylor for empirical estimates of demand for industry ouput). Hence, no effort is
made inthisstudy to estimate the indusry level demand curves. Since we
focussolely on fixed—output demand relations, the "full" elasticity
of demand for labor exceeds the estimates onourmodels.25
8The importantfinding that the relative factor price model if rejectedby
the data can be examined in anotherway. Associated with the optimal level
of employment is a factor price frontierrelating price of output to the
price of inputs. With a Cobb—Douglas constant returnsproduction function
the factor price frontiers can be written as
(1) PctW + (].-a)C + aT
where P =ldgof output price; W =logof wage rate; C =logof cost of capital;
and T =time,used to index of technical change. If thequarterly data lie on
the long run frontier regressions of P on W, C and T shouldyield positive
coefficients on the two input prices with coefficients thatsum, at least
approximately, to unity. After considerable effort to obtain estimates
consistent with the model, the following "best" resultswere obtained:
(2) P =—0.622+ 0.311 W —0.075C + 0.003T 0.999
(0.095) (0.112) (0.024) axlO3 =7.81
(3) P =—0.482+ 0.409 W + 0.068 C + 0.693 P
i—0.003 =0.998
(0.122) (0.140) (0.024) (0.098)
—
(0.001)GxlO3 =7.83
where the calculations include a correction forsecond—order autocorrelatjon.
In (2) the coefficients sum to .23; in (3), wherea simple geometric distribution
is applied, they sum to 1.55 due to thehigh correlation between P and
Both sums of the coefficients divergesignificantly from unity, providing
further evidence against the standard relativefactor price model. The
model simply does not fit the data.
9Theproper way to deal with several inputs is to imbedthelabor demand
function into a consistent system of factor demandrelations. As a further
check on our empirical findings we estimatedelasticities of demand from
a three input translog cost function, using annual dataon production
workers, nonproduction workers, and capital. Whilemost attention has been
given to the translog production function in analysis,we believe that the
translog cost function offers a more fruitful means ofestimating the elasticity
of demand. The factor demand equations obtainedfrom the cost function
relates shares to factor prices, consistent with thesingle equation models,26
while the production function relates shares to factor quantities. In
analyzing a single sector such as manufacturing the first specification seems
more plausible.
Given factor prices and input levels, we calculated cost as the sum of
factor outlays and then derived the cost shares by division. We treated
technological change as an additional input, estimated as the rate of growth
of total cost deflated by the price of output less a weighted average of
input growth weights, with input shares in cost as weights.
The parameters of the constrained translog cost system were jointly estimated
using an iterative version of Zeliner's minimum distance estimator. To correct.
for the possible endogenous determination of factor prices we combined the
iterative Zeilner procedure with two stage least squares using the same
instruments as in the single equation analysis (see table 3, note 2). This
iterative version of three stage least squares is asymptotically equivalent
to full information maximum likelihood (see Berndt, Hall, Hall and Hausman).
With the full translog constraint only two of the share equations are











where =shareof blue collar labor, =shareof white collar labor,
=priceof blue collar labor, p =priceof white collar labor, and
ccost of capital.27
Solving the systn for the elasticity of demand for labor (see Binswanger)
for the algebraic methodology) yielded an estimated elasticity of demand
for production worker labor of —.58 with a standard error of .25. Thisestimate
is consistent with the single equation 6timates in the text.Forfurther
analysis of the translog estimates see Clark and Freeman.28
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processed.Appendix
This appendix describes the definitions and sources of the variables used
to construct the user cost of capital.
user cost of capital: computed as a weighted of the user cost of equipment
(Ceq) and structure (Ce), with the share of equipment
(structures) in total investment taken from the National
Income and Product Accounts, hereafter NIPA.
Ceq
= usercost of producers durable equipment
1 -k-uz+ Dkuz
=Qe+_hTEj[ 1—u
C = usercost of nonresidential structures =Q[r+ X — =
implicitdeflator for investment in nonresidential durable
equipment ——NIPA
r .45(1/PE) + .55[RGBS(]. —u)]
PE = fourquarter moving average of ratio of Standard and Poors Index
of stock prices and average after tax earningsper share for
500 large companies
RGB = yieldon long term government bonds
u statutory tax rate on corporate profits
quarterly depreciation rate for equipment =0.03375(from Office
of Business Economics (Capital Stocks Study)
= expectedrate of inflation in the price of new equipment estimated
using the following procedure: beginning with the thirdquarter of
1976, we estimated a first orderautogregressive, first order moving
average process using the history of inflation up to that point;we
then forecast the rate of inflation for eachquarter up to
t ÷ 40 (10 years); the expected rate of inflation forperiod t was
then calculated as theaverage of the forecasted values; we then
deleted one quarter of data from thesample and repeated the process,
generating a new set of coefficients and a new forecast; theprocedure
Continued back to the second quarter of1953. when estimates of the
model became unstable. For the period 1950:1to 1953:2, we did not
re—estimate the model, but used forecasts froma model estimated
over the period 1947 to 1953:3, together with the fitted values of
the model for those periods in whichno forecast was available.
k effective rate of investment tax credit
z = presentvalue of depreciation for equipment
formula for z: (1 -g)[(T)(1-eT)]+ g[(-T)(1 -[1 ])}•
g proportion of firms using accelerated depreciation (sum of theyears
digits)——calculated using a learning function (see Wales)appendix——2
T lifetime of equipment for tax purposes
D dummy for years in which Long Amendment was in effect
Q = implicitdeflator for investment in non—residential structures ——
NIPA
A quarterlydepreciation rate for structures0.01775
expected rate of inflation in the price of new structures (estimated
as a first order autogregressive, first order moving average
process ——seeabove for details)
x present value of depreciation for structures (formula same as for
equipment except that T is replaced by lifetime of structures
for tax purposes)